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Buying and Selling
Diamonds

in a Changing World

Windiam has built a tremendous reputation for itself in just 20
years, becoming one of the largest and most trusted names
in the business. We have sightholder status at some of the
world’s largest mines and are among the key purchasers from
artisanal mines in Africa. The Windiam network spans the
globe, with local experts in all the major diamond markets.
Our exceptional service and fresh approach has resulted in
800 loyal customers, from independent jewellers to leading
watch and jewellery manufactures.
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Reputation

matters
Windiam has built a tremendous
reputation for itself in just 20 years,
becoming one of the largest and
most trusted names in the business.
We have sightholder status with
some of the world’s largest mine
owners and are among the key
purchasers from artisanal mines
in Africa. The Windiam network
spans the globe, with local experts
in all the major diamond markets.
Our exceptional service and fresh
approach has resulted in 1200
loyal customers, from independent
jewellers to leading watch and
jewellery manufactures.

Energy
Windiam has infused a youthful energy into an industry dominated by
generations of the same diamond families. We stay hungry for our clients;
we’re motivated to succeed and don’t take your business for granted. Our
superb service comes from the fusion of this energy with true grit. We’ll
scour the world to find the exact stone you need. We never give up.
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Strength

in Diversity

Windiam is a cultural mosaic composed of the very best professionals in the industry from around the
globe. This diversity is one of our
greatest strengths, allowing us to
speak the language of our clients
and understand your needs. We
pride ourselves on our ability to do
business on your terms, the way
that works best for you.
This diversity also results in a
steady flow of new ideas that we
use to improve our services. We
are constantly experimenting with
new ways to source and deliver diamonds, keeping us sharp, focused
and on top of the game.
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Strong

Capital
&Bank
Supports

With our solid financial structure,
you can do business with us in an
atmosphere of absolute trust and
integrity. We have support from
the biggest banks in Belgium and
strong capital reserves. Our ability
to remain independent and flexible
in a constantly changing market is
key to our success.

Conducting Business
Sustainably & Ethically
We believe in conducting business sustainability and ethically, and take this
commitment seriously. That’s why we are certified members of the Responsible
Jewellery Council, which promotes and protects ethical, social and environmental
practices. All our suppliers operate within the Kimberley Process Certification
Scheme, which guarantees that diamonds are not sourced illegitimately or from
conflict areas.
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Competitive
Over 800 clients continuously
chose us because we offer
the best value for money.

Creative

Customised

We offer unconventional
solutions to complex
business challenges.

Each client has unique
needs that we serve with
customised solutions.

WINDIAM

6 C’s
Cultured

Consistent

OUR
6 C’s
12

We reliably deliver the same
exceptional diamonds and
quality service.

Conflict-Free

Our team reflects the
diversity of our clients,
allowing us to do business on
your terms in ways that feel
best to you.

We source diamonds sustainably
and ethically as members of the
Responsible Jewellery Council and
by operating within the Kimberley
Process Certification Scheme.
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Competitive
Over 1200 clients continuously chose us because we offer
the best value for money.

Creative
We offer unconventional solutions to complex business
challenges.

Consistent
We reliably deliver the same exceptional diamonds and
quality service.

Customised

OUR
6 C’s

Each client has unique needs that we serve with customised
solutions.

Cultured
Our team reflects the diversity of our clients, allowing us to
do business on your terms in ways that feel best to you.

Conflict-Free
We source diamonds sustainably and ethically as members
of the Responsible Jewellery Council and by operating within
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme.
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ROUGH
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MEET
Alex
˝

If diamonds could talk, they would have
lots of stories to tell. Not only are they
a rare mineral and billions of years old,
but they are also scattered all over the
world, often in the most remote locations. Finding and delivering the quality
diamonds you need on time and on budget in these challenging environments
is what we do best.

Our team travels the world to stock
Windiam’s inventory with rough
stones of all sizes and qualities. And
if for some reason we don’t have
exactly what you need in-house,
we’ll use our extensive global
network to find it.
When we deliver your diamonds,
we could tell you all about how it got
from a remote river in South Africa to
your door. But none of that matters,
what counts is that you got just what
you asked for, right on time.
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Rough
Service

Buying rough diamonds from a well-established, reputable company is
critical to ensure you get the right stones, at the right price. Windiam offers
you this peace of mind.
If you are looking to sell, our services ensure that you get the very best value
for the rough stones you have unearthed. We’ll help you navigate today’s
global market with ease and confidence. You can count on us to serve as
your trusted advisor from start to sale.
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Where
We Buy Rough

How
We Source & Deliver

We purchase rough stones directly from mines that operate within
the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme. Windiam benefits from
longstanding alliances with other diamond companies to secure regular
quantities of rough diamonds from all major markets.

We can source and deliver rough diamonds from around the world, no
matter the size or quality. We send the majority of our rough stones to our
partner, Bhagwati Gems for cutting and polishing. Windiam Israel is also
involved in this process by pre-cutting and preparing spotted goods.
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Selling Rough Via the
Windiam Network
If you are selling rough stones, access to the international market where prices are often
higher, can be a major challenge. We make this process easy by sorting, marketing and
selling your stones for you. It’s a win-win, since you get a higher price for your stones
than in other capitals and we receive a small commission based on the sale.

See, Touch
& Feel Yourself
The best way to buy rough diamonds is to see, touch and feel the stones yourself. And there’s no
better place than Antwerp where 84% of rough diamonds are traded. We invite you to come meet
with our experts in the heart of Antwerp’s diamond district. After we show you our inventory, you’ll
understand why jewellers around the world continue to buy rough diamonds from us.
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POLISHED
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MEET
Gon
˝

At Windiam, we don’t just buy and sell
diamonds. We give companies – both big
and small – the resources and tools they
need to grow and thrive. When our clients
succeed, we succeed.

The best part of my job is celebrating
my client’s success, whether it’s a
large sale or the launch of a new
collection. It’s especially gratifying
because I know almost all our
clients by name. I get to know their
stories, understand their challenges
and learn about their aspirations.
These personal relationships drive
our business. We are trusted
advisors for our clients not just
because of our knowledge and
expertise, but because we truly
care about your needs.
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Polished
Service

Whatever the carat, cut, colour or clarity, we can deliver the perfect polished
stone. The largest and most respected brands continue to place their trust
in Windiam because we are reliable partners. We get you the stones you
want, on time and at the right price.
Our competitive prices are the direct result of the network we have
cultivated over decades around the world. We maintain our reputation for
quality by sorting all our stones in-house, safely delivering them with a
flawless record.
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Next Generation Services
As a next generation company, we sell more than just premium stones.
When you chose Windiam, you get access to a range of services that can
translate into more sales and profits for your business. We help you thrive
in a rapidly changing marketplace.
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Fast Delivery
In today’s hypercompetitive and fast-paced world, you need a partner who
can get premium diamonds quickly to your door. No matter the location, you
can rely on our network and logistics partners to deliver your diamonds, and
fast. We go the extra mile for our clients, hand delivering them if necessary.

Online Inventory
You can search our exceptional inventory online
anytime, anywhere. We keep our online inventory
updated in real time so you’ll always know exactly
what we have in stock. Although the majority of
our stones are HRD and GIA certified, we can
source virtually any kind of polished diamond.
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Consignment
Windiam has found that your sales will improve
with more diamonds in your stock for customers to
touch and feel before purchasing. Few businesses,
however, can afford to create such a vast inventory
of diamonds. That’s why we’ll loan you the premium
diamonds you want on credit, interest free.
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Special Events

Matchmaking

Trunk shows or other special events where jewellers
can present diamonds outside their shops are a
powerful way to build your brand. We encourage our
clients to try new sales tactics and offer you support
to do it. By sending a representative with premium
stones from our stock, we can take your event to the
next level.

The Windiam network is vast and influential; we know
all the best gemmologists, artisans and manufactures
in major cities around the world. If you are looking for
a partner, we’ll do our best to match you with the
person or company you need. We constantly invest
in our network so that we can help you grow.
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@ WINDIAM

Getting you online and mobile
The Internet and mobile phones have revolutionised retail, especially for diamonds. If
you don’t have a mobile ready website today, you are inevitably losing business and
foreclosing opportunities for growth. We can help you to establish your presence online
with trusted developers who are experienced and knowledgeable about the diamond
industry. Go digital today and start winning tomorrow.
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Upgrading
your brand
When was the last time you updated your logo? How
about your brochure? If your marketing materials are
as old as your family business, it’s time for an upgrade.
Consumers today are more savvy and chic than ever
before. They want a branded experience that matches
the luxurious quality of the diamonds they love. We’ll
help your brand evolve with talented designers who can
make you shine.
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